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A

Accountancy (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/business/accounting): Master's Degree

Accounting (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/business/accounting): Bachelor's Concentration, Minor, Certificate

Adapted Physical Education Curriculum (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/health-social-sciences/kinesiology)

Adult Education (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/education/elsit): Master's Concentration

African Studies (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/african-studies): Minor

Africana Studies (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/ethnic-studies/africana-studies): Bachelor's Degree, Minor

American Indian Studies (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/ethnic-studies/american-indian-studies): Bachelor's Degree, Minor

American Studies (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/americas-studies): Bachelor's Degree, Minor

Animation (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/cinema): Minor

Anthropology (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/anthropology): Bachelor's Degree, Minor, Master's Degree

Apparel Design and Merchandising (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/health-social-sciences/consumer-family-studies-dietetics): Bachelor's Degree

Applied Mathematics (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/mathematics): Bachelor's Degree

Arab and Muslim Ethnicities and Diasporas Studies (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/ethnic-studies/arab-muslim-studies): Minor

Art (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/art): Bachelor's Degree, Minor, Master's Degree

Art History (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/art): Bachelor's Concentration, Minor

Art History and Studio Art (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts): Bachelor's Concentration

Asian American Studies (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/ethnic-studies/asian-american-studies): Bachelor's Degree, Minor, Master's Degree

Astronomy (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/physics-astronomy): Bachelor's Concentration, Minor

Astrophysics (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/physics-astronomy): Bachelor's Concentration

Athletic Coaching (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/health-social-sciences/kinesiology): Minor, Certificate

Augmentative and Alternative Communication (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/education/speech-language-hearing-sciences/certificate-augmentative-alternative-communication): Certificate

Autism Spectrum (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/education/special-education): Certificate

B

Biochemistry (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/chemistry-biochemistry): Bachelor's Degree, Master's Concentration

Biology, General (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/biology): Bachelor's Degree, Minor

Biomedical Science (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/biology): Bachelor's Degree, Minor

Biology (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/biology): Bachelor's Concentration

Biotechnology (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/biology): Certificate

Botany (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/biology): Bachelor's Concentration

Broadcast and Electronic Communication Arts (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/broadcast-electronic-communication-arts): Bachelor's Degree, Master's Degree

Business Administration (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/business/business-administration): Bachelor's Degree, Minor, Master's Degree


C

California Studies (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/california-studies): Minor

Cell and Molecular Biology (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/biology): Bachelor's Concentration, Master's Concentration

Chemistry (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/chemistry-biochemistry): Bachelor's Degree, Minor, Master's Degree

Child and Adolescent Development (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/health-social-sciences/child-adolescent-development): Bachelor's Degree

Chinese (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/foreign-language/foreign-languages-literatures-chinese): Bachelor's Degree

Chinese Language (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/foreign-language/foreign-languages-literatures-chinese): Bachelor's Concentration, Minor

Chinese Literature and Linguistics (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/foreign-language/foreign-languages-literatures-chinese): Bachelor's Concentration, Minor

Cinema (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/cinema): Bachelor's Degree, Minor, Master's Degree
Cinema Studies (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/cinema): Master's Degree

Civil Engineering (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/engineering): Bachelor's Degree, Minor

Classics (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/classics): Bachelor's Degree, Minor, Master's Degree

Clinical Laboratory Science (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/health-social-sciences/physical-therapy-clinical-laboratory-science): Certificate

Clinical Mental Health Counseling: Master's Degree (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/health-social-sciences/counseling/ms-clinical-rehabilitation-mental-health-counseling)

Clinical Psychology (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/psychology): Master's Concentration

Commercial Real Estate (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/business/business-certificates): Certificate

Communication Studies (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/communication-studies): Bachelor's Degree, Minor, Master's Degree

Communicative Disorders (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/education/speech-language-hearing-sciences): see Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences

Comparative Literature (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/comparative-world-literature): Bachelor's Degree, Minor, Master's Degree

Composition (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/english): Master's Concentration

Computer Engineering (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/engineering): Bachelor's Degree, Minor

Computer Science (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/computer-science): Bachelor's Degree, Minor, Master's Degree

Computing Applications (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/computer-science): Minor

Conflict Resolution (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/conflict-resolution): Certificate

Consumer and Family Sciences: see Family and Consumer Sciences (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/health-social-sciences/consumer-family-studies-dietetics)

Cooperative Education (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/cooperative-education): Certificate

Counseling (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/health-social-sciences/counseling): Minor, Master's Degree

Creative Writing (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/creative-writing): Bachelor's Concentration, Master's Concentration, Master's Degree

Credential Programs, Teaching and Educational Services (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/education/credentials)

Criminal Justice Studies (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/health-social-sciences/criminal-justice-studies): Bachelor's Degree, Minor

Critical Social Thought (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/critical-social-thought): Minor

D

Dance (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/dance): Bachelor's Degree, Minor

Decision Sciences (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/business/decision-sciences): Bachelor's Concentration, Minor

Design (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/design-industry): Bachelor's Degree

Design and Industry (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/design-industry): see Design, Industrial Arts, Industrial Design, and Visual Communication Design

Design/Technical Production (Theatre Arts) (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/theatre-arts): Master's Concentration

Developmental Psychology (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/psychology): Master's Concentration

Dietetics (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/health-social-sciences/consumer-family-studies-dietetics): Bachelor's Degree, Certificate

Digital Animation (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/extended-learning/digital-media-production): Certificate

Digital Media Production (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/extended-learning/digital-media-production): Certificate

Drama (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/theatre-arts): [see Theatre Arts]

E

Early Childhood (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/health-social-sciences/child-adolescent-development): Bachelor's Concentration

Early Childhood Education (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/education/elementary-education): Master's Concentration

Early Childhood Special Education (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/education/special-education): Certificate

Earth Sciences (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/earth-climate-science): Bachelor's Degree, Minor

Ecology (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/biology): Bachelor's Concentration


Economics (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/business/economics): Bachelor's Degree, Minor, Master's Degree

Education Overview (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/education/education-degrees-certificates-teaching-educational-specialist-credentials)

Education (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/education/doctoral-program): Doctoral Degree

Education (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/education/minor-program): Minor
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Education, Special Interest Area (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/education/elsit): Master's Concentration

Educational Administration (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/education/elsit): Master's Concentration

Educational Leadership (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/education/doctoral-program): Doctoral Degree

Educational Technology: see Instructional Technologies (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/education/elsit)

Electrical Engineering (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/engr): Bachelor's Degree, Minor

Elementary Education (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/education/elementary-education): Master's Concentration

Embedded Electrical and Computer Systems (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/engr): Master's Concentration

Energy Systems (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/engr): Master's Concentration

Engineering (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/engr): Master's Degree (for undergraduate degrees, see civil, computer, electrical, or mechanical engineering)

English and American Literature (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/english): Minor

English: Creative Writing (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/english): Bachelor's Concentration, Master's Concentration

English: English Education (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/english): Bachelor's Concentration

English: Individual Major (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/english): Bachelor's Concentration

English: Linguistics (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/english): Bachelor's Concentration

English: Literature (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/english): Bachelor's Concentration

English: English and American Literature (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/english): Minor

English: Linguistics (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/english): Minor

English: Composition (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/english): Master's Concentration

English: Linguistics (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/english): Master's Concentration

English: Literature (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/english): Master's Concentration

English: TESOL (Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages) (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/english): Master's Concentration

English: Immigrant Literacies (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/english): Certificate

English: Teaching Composition (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/english): Certificate

English: Teaching Post-Secondary Reading (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/english): Certificate

Environmental Science (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/geography-environment): Bachelor's Degree

Environmental Studies (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/health-social-sciences/environmental-studies): Bachelor's Degree

Equity and Social Justice in Education (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/education/elsit): Master's Concentration

Ethnic Studies (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/ethnic-studies/ethnic-studies): Certificate, Master's Degree

European Studies (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/european-studies): Minor

Executive Master of Business Administration (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/business/business-graduate-programs): Master's Degree

Exercise and Movement Sciences (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/health-social-sciences/kinesiology): Bachelor's Concentration

Exercise Physiology (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/health-social-sciences/kinesiology): Certificate

F

Family and Consumer Sciences (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/health-social-sciences/consumer-family-studies/dietetics): Bachelor's Degree, Master's Degree

Family Nurse Practitioner (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/health-social-sciences/nursing): Master's Concentration, Certificate

Film: see Cinema (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/cinema)

Film and Media Studies (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/extended-learning/film-media-studies): Certificate

Finance (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/business/finance): Bachelor's Concentration, Minor

Flagship Chinese Language (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/foreign-language/foreign-languages-litteratures-chinese): Bachelor's Concentration

Foreign Languages and Literatures (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/foreign-language): see individual languages

French (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/foreign-language/foreign-languages-litteratures-french): Bachelor's Degree, Minor, Master's Degree

G

Genetic Engineering (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/biology): Certificate

Geographic Information Science (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/geography-environment): Master's Degree

Geography (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/geography-environment): Bachelor's Degree, Minor, Master's Degree
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Geology: see Earth Sciences (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/earth-climate-science)

Geosciences (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/earth-climate-science): Master's Degree

German (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/foreign-language/foreign-languages-literatures-german): Bachelor's Degree, Minor, Master's Degree

Gerontology (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/health-social-sciences/gerontology): Master's Degree


Health Education (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/health-social-sciences/health-education): Bachelor's Degree, Minor

History (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/history): Bachelor's Degree, Minor, Master's Degree

History Honors (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/history): Bachelor's Concentration

Holistic Health (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/health-social-sciences/health-education): Minor, Certificate

Home Economics (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/health-social-sciences/consumer-family-studies-dietetics): see Family and Consumer Sciences

Hospitality and Tourism Management (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/business/hospitality-tourism-management): Bachelor's Degree, Minor, Certificate

Human Sexuality Studies (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/health-social-sciences/sexuality-studies): Minor, Master's degree

Humanities (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/humanities): Bachelor's Degree, Minor, Master's Degree

Immigrant Literacies (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/english): Certificate

Industrial Arts (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/design-industry): Minor

Industrial Design (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/design-industry): Bachelor’s Degree

Industrial/Organizational Psychology (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/psychology): Master’s Concentration

Information Systems (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/business/information-systems): Bachelor’s Concentration, Minor

Information Technology Auditing (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/business/information-systems): Certificate

Instructional Technologies (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/education/elsit): Master’s Concentration

Interdisciplinary Studies (Graduate) (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/all-university/interdisciplinary-studies-graduate) Master’s Degree

Interior Design (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/health-social-sciences/consumer-family-studies-dietetics): Bachelor’s Degree

International Business (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/business/international-business): Bachelor’s Concentration, Minor, Certificate

International Relations (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/international-relations): Bachelor’s Degree, Minor, Master’s Degree

Italian (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/foreign-language/foreign-languages-literatures-italian): Bachelor’s Degree, Minor, Master’s Degree

Japanese (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/foreign-language/foreign-languages-literatures-japanese): Bachelor’s Degree, Minor, Master’s Degree

Jewish Studies (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/jewish-studies): Bachelor’s Degree, Minor

Journalism: (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/journalism) Bachelor’s Degree, Minor (see Print and On-line Journalism, and Photojournalism)

Kinesiology (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/health-social-sciences/kinesiology): Bachelor’s Degree, Master’s Degree

Labor and Employment Studies (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/business/labor-employment-studies): Bachelor’s Degree, Minor

Language and Literacy Education (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/education/elementary-education): Master’s Concentration

Latin American Studies (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/latin-american-studies): Minor

Latina/Latino Studies (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/ethnic-studies/latina-latino-studies): Bachelor’s Degree, Minor

Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender Studies (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/health-social-sciences/sexuality-studies): Minor

Liberal Studies (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/liberal-studies): Bachelor’s Degree

Linguistics (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/english): Bachelor’s Concentration, Minor, Master’s Concentration

Literature (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/english): Bachelor’s Concentration, Master’s Concentration

Management (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/business/management): Bachelor’s Concentration, Minor

Marine Biology (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/biology): Master’s Concentration
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Marine Biology and Limnology (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/biology): Bachelor’s Concentration

Marine Science (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/marine-science): Master’s Degree

Marketing (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/business/marketing): Bachelor’s Concentration, Minor

Marriage, Family, and Child Counseling (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/health-social-sciences/counseling): Master’s Concentration

Mathematics (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/mathematics): Bachelor’s Degree, Minor, Master’s Degree

Mathematics Education (elementary) (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/education/elementary-education): Master’s Concentration

Mathematics Education (secondary) (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/education/secondary-education): Master’s Concentration

Mathematics for Advanced Study (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/mathematics): Bachelor’s Concentration

Mathematics for Liberal Arts (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/mathematics): Bachelor’s Concentration

Mathematics for Teaching (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/mathematics): Bachelor’s Concentration

Mechanical Engineering (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/engineering): Bachelor’s Degree, Minor

Medical Technology (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/biology): see Clinical Laboratory Science or Biomedical Science

Mental Health Counseling (Clinical): Master’s Degree (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/health-social-sciences/counseling/ms-clinical-rehabilitation-mental-health-counseling)

Meteorology: see Earth Sciences (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/earth-climate-science)

Microbiology (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/biology): Bachelor’s Concentration, Master’s Concentration

Middle East and Islamic Studies (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/middle-east-islamic-studies-minor): Minor

Mind, Brain, and Behavior (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/psychology): Master’s Concentration

Modern Greek Studies (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/modern-greek-studies): Minor

Modern Languages and Literatures (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/foreign-language): see individual languages

Movement Science (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/health-social-sciences/kinesiology): Certificate

Museum Studies (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/museum-studies): Minor, Master’s Degree

Music (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/music): Bachelor’s Degree, Minor, Master’s Degree

Music/Recording Industry (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/extended-learning/music-recording-industry): Certificate

N

Natural Resource Management and Conservation (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/health-social-sciences/environmental-studies): Bachelor’s Concentration

Nursing (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/health-social-sciences/nursing): Bachelor’s Degree, Master’s Degree

Nursing (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/extended-learning/nursing-bs) Bachelor of Science accelerated prelicensure program

O

Oceanography: see Earth Sciences (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/earth-climate-science)

P

Pacific Asian Studies (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/pacific-asian-studies): Minor

Paralegal Studies (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/extended-learning/paralegal-studies): Certificate

Persian Studies (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/foreign-language/foreign-languages-literatures-persian): Minor

Philosophy (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/philosophy): Bachelor’s Degree, Minor, Master’s Degree

Philosophy and Religion: (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/philosophy) Bachelor’s Degree, Minor

Photojournalism (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/journalism): Bachelor’s Concentration

Physical Activity: Social Scientific Perspectives (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/health-social-sciences/kinesiology): Certificate

Physical Education (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/health-social-sciences/kinesiology): Bachelor’s Concentration

Physical Therapy (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/health-social-sciences/physical-therapy-clinical-laboratory-science): Doctoral Degree

Physics (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/physics-astronomy): Bachelor’s Degree, Minor, Master’s Degree

Physics for Teaching (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/physics-astronomy/bs-physics-concentration-physics-for-teaching): Bachelor’s Concentration

Physiology (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/biology): Bachelor’s Concentration

Physiology and Behavioral Biology (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/biology): Master’s Concentration

Political Science (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/political-science): Bachelor’s Degree, Minor, Master’s Degree

Pre-health Professions (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/extended-learning/pre-health-professions): Certificate
Pre-nursing (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/extended-learning/pre-nursing): Certificate
Pre-physical Therapy (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/health-social-sciences/physiotherapy) Curriculum
Print and On-line Journalism (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/journalism): Bachelor's Concentration
Product Design and Development (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/design-industry): Bachelor's Concentration
Psychology (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/psychology): Bachelor's Degree, Minor, Master's Degree
Public Administration (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/health-social-sciences/public-administration): Master's Degree
Public Health (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/health-social-sciences/public-health): Master's Degree
Race and Resistance Studies (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/ethnic-studies/races-resistance-studies): Minor
Reading (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/education/credentials): Certificate
Recreation (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/health-social-sciences/recreation-parks-tourism): Minor, Master's Degree
Recreation, Parks, and Tourism Administration (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/health-social-sciences/recreation-parks-tourism): Bachelor's Degree
Religious Studies (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/religious-studies): Minor
Resource Management and Environmental Planning (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/geography-environment): Master's Concentration
Russian (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/foreign-languages-literatures-russian): Minor
School Age Child and Family (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/health-social-sciences/child-adolescent-development): Bachelor's Concentration
School Psychology (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/psychology): Master's Concentration
Screenwriting (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/extended-learning/screenwriting): Certificate
Secondary Education (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/education/secondary-education): Master's Concentration
Sexuality Studies (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/health-social-sciences/sexuality-studies): Minor, Master's Degree
Social Psychology (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/psychology): Master's Concentration
Social Work (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/health-social-sciences/social-work): Bachelor's Degree, Master's Degree
Sociology (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/health-social-sciences/sociology): Bachelor's Degree, Minor
South Asian Studies (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/south-asian-studies): Minor
Spanish (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/foreign-language/foreign-languages-literatures-spanish): Bachelor's Degree, Minor, Master's Degree
Special Education (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/education/special-education): Minor, Master's Degree, Doctoral Concentration
Special Major (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/all-university/special-major): Bachelor's Degree
Speech, Language and Hearing Sciences (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/education/speech-language-hearing-sciences): Bachelor's Degree, Master's Degree
Statistics (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/mathematics): Bachelor's Degree
Structural/Earthquakes (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/engineering): Master's Concentration
Studio Art (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/art): Bachelor's Concentration
Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/english): Bachelor's Concentration
Teaching of Composition (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/english): Certificate
Teaching Post-secondary Reading (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/english): Certificate
Technical and Professional Writing (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/english): Bachelor's Degree, Minor, Certificate
Theatre Arts (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/theatre-arts): Bachelor's Degree, Minor, Master's Degrees
Training Systems Development (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/education/elsit): Certificate
Urban Studies and Planning (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/health-social-sciences/urban-studies-planning): Bachelor's Degree, Minor
Visual Communication Design (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/design-industry): Bachelor's Degree
Weather Study (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/earth-climate-science): Certificate
Women and Gender Studies (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/women-gender-studies): Bachelor's Degree, Minor, Master's Degree

Women's Health Issues (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/health-social-sciences/health-education): Minor

World Development Studies (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/business/world-development-studies): Minor

World Music and Dance (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/liberal-creative-arts/world-music-dance): Minor

Y
Youth Work and Out of School Time (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/health-social-sciences/child-adolescent-development): Bachelor's Concentration

Youth and Human Services Non-profit Agency Administration (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/health-social-sciences/recreation-parks-tourism): Certificate

Z
Zoology (bulletin.sfsu.edu/colleges/science-engineering/biology): Bachelor's Concentration